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The rust-hued lichens gnawed away at the rough plaster like a fiery leprosy. The thyme followed on, and thrust their roots between the bricks like so many iron wedges.
(Émile Zola, The Abbé Mouret's Sin, 1874) 1
In the hollow shades of the roof could be seen dangling and etiolated arms of ivy which had crept through the joints of the tiles and were groping in vain for some support, their leaves being dwarfed and sickly for want of sunlight; others were pushing in with such force at the eaves to lift from their supports the shelves that were fixed there.
(Thomas Hardy, The Woodlanders, 1887) 2 Terry Eagleton has suggested that fin-de-siècle '[n]aturalism and aestheticism couple in curious ways', 3 not least in that naturalist writing rarely fails to exhibit expressive features which strictly exceed the supposedly scientific terms of its observing agenda. In this particular spectacle of organic growth, intensified into a performance of Darwinian poetics, through a staged slo-mo, Thomas Hardy's borrowing, conscious or otherwise, from Zola constitutes a way of dealing with what he, together with other contemporary writers, doubtless felt to be his compelling, yet coercive influence. Hardy's solution, in this case, is to deploy Zola in order that he can both validate the scientific basis of naturalist seeing and draw out its figurative potential-to create an aesthetic object out of the natural condition which the writing aims to delineate. Further, naturalist writers and practitioners of aesthetic experiment found themselves ranged on the same side by virtue of their being a common target of critical assaults on their use of what we might term the decadence of detail. In this chapter I will examine how one writer, Hubert Crackanthope (1870-1896), creatively negotiated such a charge in his mediation between decadent and naturalist writing strategies in examples from his modest body of work, the best of which, in Henry James's apposite judgement, exhibited 'a brief, hard, controlled intensity, an excellent felicity of dreariness'.
4

Detail and its discontents
Writing to George Egerton, believing her to be a male author, the critic T. P. Gill advised the author of Keynotes: '[i]f a man thinks he has something so devilish-scientific, so physiological to say that he requires so to speak a speculum, why then let him write a scientific book in scientific terminology and not a spurious thing decked out in the allurement of art'.
5 For critics like Gill, the decadence of contemporary writing and its preoccupation with the disproportionate and perverse is to be found in the perceived excesses of late nineteenth-century realism and naturalism, which harbour the symptoms of a capitulation of aesthetic and moral order. So it not surprising that, faced by the prudery or the idealist sensibility of their critics, writers committed to naturalism and aestheticism, or elements of each, could find themselves in agreement over what they found objectionable in the plentiful attacks on their own practice.
The attack on detail comprised both an aesthetic and moral assault, and the two were frequently linked. When in his despairing and savage attack on Zolaism in 'Locksley Hall Sixty Years After' (1886) Tennyson ironically enjoined authors to 'Rip your brothers' vices open, strip your own foul passions bare', 6 the procedures and the nature of the subject matter of art are, quite clearly, discursively intertwined. Naturalist aesthetics transgresses both because of its procedures of detailed seeing and the controversial subject matter in which these procedures trade. And the offence against 'taste' is made symptomatic: the world of literature and art is making itself part of the degeneracy of the age from which art should strenuously seek to exert itself in order to rescue its readers, consumers, and publics.
To charge writers with generic anarchy as they confound the work of fiction with other forms of factual discourse was a widespread antidecadent and anti-naturalist tactic in European criticism, anxious about the extent to which the landscape of imaginative possibilities for novelists
